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There exists approximate but systematic approaches

void foo (int a, int b) {
1 if (a < 0)
2    System.out.println(“a is negative”);
3 if (b < 0)
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}
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10   System.out.println(type);
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void computeTriangleType() {
1 if (a == b) {
2   if (b == c)
3     type = "EQUILATERAL";
    else
4     type = "ISOSCELES";
    }
5   else if (a == c) {
6     type = "ISOSCELES";
    } else {
7     if (b == c)
8       type = "ISOSCELES";
      else
9       checkRightAngle();
      }
10   System.out.println(type);
}

$t=Triangle(int,int,int):$t.computeTriangleType() @
10, 12, 5

f(x) = AL(P(x),t) + BD(P(x),t)
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Let's use a GA to generate tests for this method

void computeTriangleType() {
1 if (a == b) {
2   if (b == c)
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Let's use a GA to generate tests for this method

void computeTriangleType() {
1 if (a == b) {
2   if (b == c)
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void computeTriangleType() {
1 if (a == b) {
2   if (b == c)
3     type = "EQUILATERAL";
    else
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    }
5   else if (a == c) {
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Now we can repeat the entire process selecting a different coverage target.
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Assessment

Automatic Test Case Generation: Toward Its Application
in Exploit Generation for Known Vulnerabilities

Generate Tests!
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Toward Automated Exploit Generation for Known Vulnerabilities in Open-Source Libraries
E. Iannone, D. Di Nucci, A. Sabetta, A. De Lucia.

In: Proceedings of the 29th IEEE/ACM International Conference on Program Comprehension (ICPC), 2021.
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SIEGE runs on an arbitrary Java 
application that includes
vulnerable dependencies

SIEGE extracts the entire classpath 
call graph and the control flow 

graphs

SIEGE largely reuses of EvoSuite 
features: program analysis, bytecode 
instrumentation, ATCG infrastructure, 

test execution engine.
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SIEGE needs to locate the target 
vulnerable construct:
(1) Class name
(2) Method name
(3) Line number

public void process(final HttpRequest request, final HttpContext context) {
66  if (request == null) {
67    throw new IllegalArgumentException("HTTP request may not be null");
68  }
69  if (context == null) {
70    throw new IllegalArgumentException("HTTP context may not be null");
71  }
72
73  if (request.containsHeader(AUTH.PROXY_AUTH_RESP)) {
74    return;
75  }
76
77  // Obtain authentication state
78  AuthState authState = (AuthState) context.getAttribute(
79    ClientContext.PROXY_AUTH_STATE);
...
}

Prepare the fitness function that 
rewards the test cases that are 

closer to the target line
CVE-2011-1498
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A population of JUnit test cases is 
evolved with a GA...

...if a test case covers the target 
vulnerable line...

...it is considered an exploit!



public void test0() throws Throwable {
  CallingClient1 callingClient1_0 = new CallingClient1();
  BasicHttpRequest basicHttpRequest0 =
    new BasicHttpRequest("", "");
  BasicHttpContext basicHttpContext0 =
    new BasicHttpContext((HttpContext) null);
  callingClient1_0.call(basicHttpRequest0, basicHttpContext0);
}

Exploit for
CVE-2011-1498
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Exploratory Evaluation

Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

The intrinsic complexity of a vulnerability 
makes the exploit generation harder

The way the client application “guards” the 
vulnerable constructs makes the exploit 

generation harder

The GA settings influences the exploit 
generation performance

Findings
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Risk Reporting
SIEGE could produce a report in which 

it explains why it succeeded/failed.

Future 
Directions

Vulnerability Generalized Description
Automatically build the fitness function 

using Steady’s Patch Analyzer 

Extended Evaluation
Consider real-world client applications 

and larger set of CVEs



Automatic Test Case Generation: Toward Its Application
in Exploit Generation for Known Vulnerabilities



Let's use a GA to generate tests for this method

void computeTriangleType() {
1 if (a == b) {
2   if (b == c)
3     type = "EQUILATERAL";
    else
4     type = "ISOSCELES";
    }
5   else if (a == c) {
6     type = "ISOSCELES";
    } else {
7     if (b == c)
8       type = "ISOSCELES";
      else
9       checkRightAngle();
      }
10   System.out.println(type);
}

$t=Triangle(int,int,int):$t.computeTriangleType() @
10, 12, 5

f(x) = AL(P(x),t) + BD(P(x),t)

Minimum number
of control nodes between 
a covered statement and 

the target t

Distance measure (normalized 0..1) 
between the first control node where 

the execution and the target t

Statement 

coverage

Individual 

Encoding



Fitness Function

Context Similarity
Ratio of the number of method calls 
covered by the individual of the 
target call context (list of method 
calls to reach the target method).

Approach Level
Minimum number of control nodes 
between a covered statement and 
the target branch.

Closest Line
The line number that is closest to the 
target line.



GA Setting

Monotonic GA
Variant of the Standard GA 
metaheuristic which prevents the 
“degradation” of the best individuals 
across different generations.

Single-point Crossover
Crosses the individuals’ statements 
by selecting a random split point to 
produce offsprings.

Rank Selection
Creates an ordering of the individuals 
based on their fitness scores and 
selects them according to their rank

Uniform statement mutation
Which randomly mutates (inserts, 
deletes, or changes) a single 
statement by sampling from a 
uniform distribution.



Exploratory Evaluation

Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

We considered 11 known vulnerabilities, pertaining to
11 different Java OSS libraries from the KB dataset

We prepared 11 “toy” client applications which were 
forced to include the above vulnerable dependencies

Test with 5, 15, 30 and 60 seconds of search budget to 
see whether SIEGE changes behaviour as expected
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Exploratory Evaluation

Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

63.64% of the cases were covered:
an exploit was successfully generated



Exploratory Evaluation

Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

Giving higher budget increase the chance of 
generating an exploit, as expected
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Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

Fitness = 3 means that the target 
vulnerable class was not reached at all



Exploratory Evaluation

Does SIEGE succeed in generating exploits of third-party 
vulnerabilities included within client applications?

Fitness = 2 means that the target 
vulnerable method was not called


